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No simple solutions for registration problems
By Craig A ndrew s
Staff W rite r

The plight of large numbers of
Cal Poly students unable to
register in classes which are al
ready closed is a problem of
“supply and demand,” a Cal Poly
official said Tuesday.
Computer Assisted Registra□ Students struggle to add
classes — see back page

tion has helped departments to
forecast the demand for certain
courses, but some course sections
are still unable to accomodate all
students who want the courses,
said Gerald N. Punches, Cal Poly
registrar. Punches attrib u tes
part of the problem to students
juggling class sections in order
to have a more convenient
schedule.
“There’s a lot of shoppers out
there,” Punches said. “ Suppose
you asked for a class at 10 a.m .,
and there wasn’t any space. The
computer puts you in the 4 p.m.
section. You don’t want the 4
p.m. section, and you try to add
the morning class. In those com
promise classes (CAR) doesn’t
make all students happy.”
But, in certain courses, some
students are finding it difficult to
get in any section at all.
“ I tried to ad d
th re e
philosophy classes yesterday and
didn’t get them. In all classes
there were about 40 people
waiting for five to 10 seats,” said
Beth Landry, a junior biological
science major. Landry said most
instructors seemed fair in selec
ting students who may enroll in
the classes, but, she added,
I
had an English professor who
grabbed the first three through
the door.”
Talmage
E.
Scriven,
philosophy departm ent head,
said, “Obviously the situation
here’ has to be remedied.”
He
added, “ If something isn’t done
in four years you’ll have 6,000 to
7,000 students out there who
can’t graduate because they
haven’t had philosophy.
Last fall, the philosophy
department offered five sections
of an ethics course, (Philosophy

DUANE MIELIWOCKI/Mustang Daily

Freshman speech major Frank Warren, sitting in the University Union, glumly checks the class schedule
for courses to add.

331.) “ T h at’s a lot for us,” said
Scriven. But 464 students re
quested the course, he said. “ On
ly 171 could be accomodated.
“ This quarter we offered nine
sections to remedy the situa
tio n ,” he said. There were 629
requests for the 306 spaces. The
629 requests only include those

who requested through CAR, he
said. Also, after winter schedules
were printed, one section of
ethics was cancelled. “ The
woman who was scheduled to
teach it got time off ... to do
research. At the time we made
the schedule we didn’t know if
she’d get the time or not,”

Scriven said. But, he added, stu
dents can substitute one of four
other philosophy courses for
ethics, whereas last quarter there
were only two substitute courses.
The increasing number of stu
dents requesting the course is
indicative of a spill-over effect
from the previous q u arter,

Scriven added.
“ If 900 students want 90
spaces in Art 221, what can we
do to accomodate them?” asked
Punches. “ We can’t just go out
and get more faculty and facili
ties.” Art 221, basic black and
white photography, is a popular
course, he said.
“ We’re always looking for
resources; over the years you
may have seen the building crews
adding facilities on campus,”
said Punches.
“ We do the best we can with
the resources we have,” said
Mona G. Rosenman, English
departm ent
head.
Freshm an
com postition, 200-level classes
and 300-level writing classes are
all heavily impacted, she said.
One student walked into the
English department office and
asked,“ Is there any chance of
opening up another 215?”
Secretary Hope Myers replied,
“ We’d love to, but we don’t have
any more money. Talk to your
congressman, write a letter.”
Another student said he need
ed a course to graduate in June,
but it was cancelled and won’t be
o f f e r e d u n t i l next wi nt er .
Rosenman and Scriven both say
some students may put off lower
division classes until they are
approaching graduation. “ I t’s
possible to graduate on time if
students plan a h e a d ,”
said
Rosenman. But Scriven is quick
to point out that the problem
remains: “ Whether they request
it as a freshman or as a senior,
we still can’t accomodate them .”
“ The problem is extremely
complicated; there’s no easy an
swer,” said Scriven. “ We have
courses where the problem is go
ing to get horrendous,” he said,
noting philosophy courses 125,
230 and 231 as acute problem
areas.
“ CAR has been a help because
we’re able to see how courses are
filling with the computer prin
tout. I was able to add 13 to 14
classes (because of advance
knowledge),” said Rosenman.
Punches said CAR can forecast
demand, but he added, “ Stu
dents solving schedule conflicts

See CLASSES, back page

Founder’s T roph y

Float wins in Pasadena

IN A W O R D
yet*zer ha*ra — n, man’s inclination or impulse
to evil considered as an essential part of human
nature in Jewish traditional belief. Webster’s
Third New International Dictionary.

By David Eddy
S,aK fp o ly continued its winning tradition by taking home one of
the major awards in the 97th Tournam ent o f Roses Parade in
Pasadena on New Year’s Day.
In winning the Founder’s Trophy, which is given to the best selfdecorated float, Cal Poly captured its 16th prize in the past 21 years.
After initially having trouble getting the necessary flowers, the
Rose Float Committee reported smooth sailing in Pasadena. “ For the
first time in a long, long time nothing went wrong on the parade
route” , said Kent Vandegrift, design and hydraulics assistant.
See FLOAT, page 12

Are Cal Poly admissions
policies fair? INSIGHT
looks at how students get
into the university. Page 5.

W EA TH ER
Lows in the 40s tonight. Tomorrow should be
partly sunny and cooler with highs in the mid- to
upper-60s.
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You beg, you plead, you offer your
first born child — futile. You won’t get
that English class.
Unless you happen to be one of the few
priority students, you, along with 50
other desperate students crowding the
hallway, will be turned away.
“ Try next quarter,” they say.
“ 1 tried last quarter,” you answer.
T alm age E. S criven, philosophy
department head, said, “ Obviously the
situation here has to be remedied ... If
something isn’t done in four years you’ll
have 6,000 to 7,000 students out there
who can’t graduate because they haven’t
had philosophy.”
The solution is more difficult, said Jon
Ericson, dean of the School of Com
municative Arts and Humanities.
“ Last fall we met 56 percent of the
students needing the required English
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course,” he said. He added that this year
there are 14,650 students while the
budget only accounts for 14,200.
Who is responsible for the shortage of
classes? Is it Dean Ericson? President
Baker? The Chancellor’s Office in Long
Beach?
Students should expect and demand
acceptance into classes needed to gradu
ate. Those who must unwillingly prolong
their education because they were denied
entrance into philosophy 231 or English
350 should not be penalized because of
administrative mismanagement. By ac
cepting too many students into the uni
versity, cashing registration fee checks
and not fullfilling student course re
quirements, the university is, in effect,
breaching a contract for services not
rendered. It should be held liable.
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ON THE STREET

Did you have trouble adding classes?

Jim Ferrand, senior,
family development:

child

1 was one of the few
who didn’t need to add
but everyone I talked
having problems. I just
drop one class.

and

Joe Van Thyne, senior, construc
tion:

Jnanita Fredricks, cashier at El
Corral Bookstore for 30 years:

Michelle Blands, junior, agricul
tural business management:

students
classes,
to was
had to

It was as tough as completing a
pass against Lester Hayes or
receiving one from Marc Wilson.

The complaints I hear the most
are, ‘I can’t get my classes, the
books are too expensive and the
lines are too long.’ But on the
whole the students are a good
bunch

I was first priority and didn’t I’ve been a senior for the past 10
have any problems. I got all my years because I haven’t been able
classes, not at all the times 1 to get into social dance Can you
wanted, but it worked out pretty hardly believe it?
good.
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Reader challenges
students and teachers

Glitch grounds shuttle — again
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — Technicians found a faul
ty engine valve in one of Columbia’s engines Wednesday and
NASA postponed today's sixth scheduled attempt to launch the
space shuttle.
No new launch date was set immediately for the hard-luck
shuttle and its crew of seven, who have suffered through six
launch postponements since Dec. 18, tying a record for the
number of delays for a single shuttle mission.
While checking the engines for possible damage after Tues
day’s postponement, technicians discovered a stuck valve in a
liquid oxygen line. Officials said there was not time to correct
the problem in time to achieve a launch Thursday.

Livermore plane crash kills two
LIVERMORE (AP) — A light plane crashed Tuesday night
on ranch land near the Livermore Municipal Airport, killing two
people aboard the Piper Cherokee, according to the Alameda
County Sheriffs Department.
The crash destroyed the plane but no fire resulted, said a
spokesman for the Alameda County Fire Patrol.
The names of the victims were not released.

Edltof
—
C ongra tu la tio n s
Mustang Dally — for tha first time
In three years I actually read the
paper. (Dec. 5 0 Issue.) It Is a pro
mising sign to see the Mustang
staff aspiring beyond TelegramTribune Imitators. Please continue
to challenge your readers.
The caliber of students Is higher
now and as students we need to
challenge our professors and
awaken them to our demands, that
Is, knowing what Is current In their
profession. No longer shall there be:
"Not a teacher was stirring V—
because they wrote their final eight
years ago and have been using the
same one ever since.”
Recently I told photography pro
fessor Michael Campbell that I was
no longer going to fight for and
stress the Importance of concep
tion, creativity and brainstorming as
the balancing factor to techniques
within my department. "I have two

quarters left and I’m just going to
shut up and get out of here," were
my parting words to him.
But now I feel that other students
want to wake this campus up tool
Let's make the difference In the
winter quarter. It's time for Cal Poly
to be a thinking, creative and
challenging Institution...
Let's see the arts and social
awareness continue to flourish in
the San Lula Obispo area and let's
see the Mustang staff continue tp
Inform us and review all such
events.
Your new section, Void Where
Prohibited, Is fantastic I Your plays
on the bizarre realities of SLO Town
were superb. I look forward to the
upcoming Voids.
MARY R. FULLW OO D

Suggestions made fo r
KCPR improvements
Editor — I would like to commend
the Daily for the article in the
December 5-6 paper regarding

KCPR and Its reponslbillty to the^
student body.
[
Although KCPR has Improved Its
variety, I feel that the potential of
our student-run radio station is
squandered on hour after hour of
“ alternative” m usic. I would
therefore like to second Mr. Berns
tein, director of Public Affairs, In
suggesting that KCPR air some of
the many lectures given on campus
each week. This would aHow more
students to benefit from these
events and thereby give the student
body a true “ alternative."
JO N A TH A N MC MURTRY
The
M u s ta n g
D a ily
encourages
reader's opinions, criticisms and com 
ments Leliers and press releases should
be submilled to Room 226 o f the
G rap hic Arts Building. C a l Poly. San
Luis O bispo C A 93407 Letters should
be kepi shorter than 250 words, must be
typed and include the writer's signature
and phone num ber, editors reserve the
right to edit alL letters for length and'
style and omit libelous errors
Letters
w ill not be published w ithout
Ihe
author's name.
.
•
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M c M illa n tk Wife
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solve the woes of students

E ditor’s note — M ustang Daily
has a big, snappy surprise fo r
you, the Cal Poly cam pus: a brand
new advice column. Actually, we
wanted to gel A nn Landers, M iss
M anners. Dr. R u th , ’Tween
Twelve and Twenty and Dr.
Spock, but because o f budget
restrictions we had to get one
columnist to cover all topics. Mrs.
H uffnagel is new to newspapers,
but has years o f experience giving
out advice. Daily s tu ff members
have contributed this fir st batch
o f questions but we encourage all
letters inquiring about household
hints, celebrity gossip, proper
etiquette and any advice that
could help students in their dayto-day lives. M rs. H u ffnagel
knows everything. Be nice to her
— she's the department head’s
cleaning lady.
—Dear Mrs. Huffnagel — I have
a terrible problem. My roommate
“ Todd” is a chronic cleanerupper. For example, if I put a
letter down for a moment before
I read it he immediately puts it
away. He also cleans out the
re frig e ra to r
and
th r o w s
everything away th a t’s more
than two days old. Not only k it
frustrating, it’s expensive. I get
along fine with Todd otherwise.

cure for this dreaded malady?
Love a id kisses, Cellulite Cindy
Docile Reader — There is help
for you, and the many other men
and women like you: Don’t eat so
much! I’m sending you my
booklet on growth disorders —
PBS: No Ifs, Ands or Butts.
Send it back to me when you’re
thin again — it’s my only copy.

Huffnagel
What should I do?
Mad oa Murray Street

dents bringing into class sevencourse meals. It’s a messy,
distracting habit. A cup of coffee
wouldn’t be so bad, but students
bring sandwiches, potato chips
and Mongolian beef and have the
gall to eat them without offering
me a single bite! It’s maddening
and downright rude!
Fed up and famished *

Docile Reader — Oy veyl A few
simple words- with your wellmeaning roommate might just do
the trick. If that doesn’t work,
you could try setting a booby
trap in the ol’ Frigidaire for Tidy
Todd — a python concealed in
Tuppcrware might convey the
message. Or, simply divide up
Docile Reader — Perhaps those
icebox space and sign a hands-off pesky students d o n ’t realize
pact, with the provision that they’re being rude. Often stu
there is no amnesty for fuzzy dents have classes back-to-back
Jell-O.
without a chance for a lunch
break. It’s hard to listen to a
Dear Mrs. Huffnagel — 1 have long lecture on an empty stom
been a faculty member on this ach — try shortening your lec
campus for at least f - oh, it tures in order to allow time for a
seems like 100 years now — and kaffeeklatsch. But if you don’t
1 feel it’s time this serious issue want to give in. Tight back. Bring
was finally addressed in the in meatloaf, mashed potatoes
open. I’m sick and tired of stu and gravy and a tossed green

salad.
A lecture ^ d e liv e re d
through a mouthful of par
tially-masticated meatloaf is sure
to get the message across that
you don’t want your classroom
to be an all-night diner.
Dear Mrs. Huffnagel — I know
you cannot print my problem in
the paper, but I need an answer
anyway. 1 have — dare I say it —
Poly Butt Syndrome. The silent
shame of PBS has haunted me lo
these past three years. It all
started with my first meal card
— 14 glorious meals per week. I
thought I was in heaven, but by
my third quarter at Poly I knew
14 meals weren’t enough. I
changed to the 19-meal plan but
now I’m afraid I’U never be
satiated. Is PBS hereditary? My
mother went to Cal Poly. Does
this mean anything? Is there any

Dear Mrs. Huffnagel — Did
Adam and Eve have belly but
tons?
Coafueed
Docile Reader — No, but they
did have a lovely set of Corelle
dinnerw are
and . a
lifetime
subscription to Family Circle
Magazine.
Dear Mrs. Huffnagel - I don't
know much about etiquette.
Which fork should I use while
eating at the Dining Hall?
Polite Patty
Docile Reader — The clean one
Have a problem? Feel like
there’s no hope for yon? Don’t
despair! Write to Mrs. Huffaagel, car* of Mastaag Daily,
Graphic Arts, Room 226, Cal Po
ly. D olt today! >

Join the class o f '85 at Hewlett-Packard
Take a look at what these Cal Poly grads think about HP

KRISTI WRIGHT

PHIL HOM

JOHN PANENO

HOWARD MILLER

BS BUS/'MIS March 85
Programmer Analyst
Software Distribution Center
Santa Clam. CA1

BSET/EL lune 85
Customer Engineer
Neely Sales Region
Brisbane. CA

BS ET/EL lune 85
Customer Engineer
Neely Sales Region
Santa Clam. CA

BS EL June 85
Manufacturing Engineer
Personal Office Computer Dm.
Sunnyvale, CA

1 originally chose HP for the
benefits, the flexible hours
and the company’s reputation.
After dose to one year at HP
I've decided that what really
makes a company a good
place to work is challenging
protects, quality people and
teamwork. These attributes
are why I'll stay at HP.

1 looked for a company that
was known for its respect for
its employees growth and
security. At Hewlett-Packard.
I am always challenged with
meaningful responsibilities to
enhance my growth in the
company.

I can challenge myself to my
fullest potential on a project
and, if 1 need it, friendly help
is always within my reach.
With everyone in this com
pany going on a first name
basis, 1 feel that I'm working
for a small business that has
the power of a worl(l-wide
corporation. 1 believe that HP
is one of the few companies
in the world that has
mastered the art of really car
ing about their employees
and their growth.

HP was one of the few com
panies with which I inter
viewed that wanted to hire an
individual with a degree in
engineering rather than just
an engineer. Everyone hired
by HP is hired because they
can make both short-term and
long-term contributions to the
organization. It feels good to
be a useful member of the
HP team.

If this sounds g ood to you we’d like to talk to you while we're
on campus.
W ell be interviewing March, June and August graduates in EL
CSC MATWCSC, BUS/MtS, M L ET/EL IT. on Wednesday
and Thursday. February 3 A &.
Check with Ike Placement Center for more information on
Hewlett-Packard and for interview sign-up information.
If you're not ready to Interview for a full-time fob stop by and
talk to us at the Career Symposium on February 3rd.

H EW LETT

m O M PACKARD
HP is an equal employment opportunity
employer dedicated to affirmative action.
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Admissions standards:
separate and unequal?
By L a w s RoM abhuB
Spaetol to UM DaNy

Did the person sitting next to
you in class get accepted to Cal
Poly under the same admissions
standards as you did? Chances
are they didn’t. Aside from dif
ferent requirements established
for entry into the many impacted
majors at Cal Poly, other factors
such as the quarter of applica
tion, whether the apheant is a
freshmen or transfer student or
the ethnic background of a per
son can all influence admission to
the university.
Majors not impacted on the
Cal Poly campus follow the
state-wide CSU acceptance
standards which cater to the up
per one-third of California high
school graduates and college
transfer students in good stan
ding.
California residents are given
priority over non-residents and
'California community college
transferaar* given priority over
transfer students from four-year
universities or colleges.
However, when the number of
persons who apply to a particular
department exceeds the spaces
available, the major is termed
“ impacted.” Based on grade
point average, SAT or ACT
scores, completion of preparatory
courses, grades in specific
courses, leadership skills, work
experience and various other
criteria, each impacted depart
ment at Cal Poly formulates its
own admission standards above
and beyond the minimum CSU
requirements.
“ Basically each department
will establish a profile of their
ideal student,” said Dave
Snyder, Cal Poly admissions of
ficer. “ Then points arc assigned
to reward a student who best
meets those criteria. A student
who takes four yean o f math
with ‘A’ grades may get 500
points, whereas a student who
ukes four years o f math with *B’
grades may get 400 points,”
Snyder said. The students who
score the most points are ac
cepted.
Several impacted majors, such
as applied art and graphic
design, employ a faculty selec
tion process whereby the
department itself does the ad
ministration o f enrollment and
meets personally with cash §■
perspective student. With other
impacted majors, it is the admis
sions office which selects the
students based on the guidelines
given by the respective depart
ment.
Last quarter 38 majors at Cal
Poly were impacted. Some of the
more exceptional profiles includ
ed engineering science which out
o f 43 freshmen applications ac
cepted only two students, both
with 4.0 OPAs.
The School of Business receiv
ed 1,237 freshmen applications

and accepted only the top 184.
Another part of the picture are
the “ exceptions" — ethnically,
financially or racially disadvan
taged people who are submitted
under the Educational Opportu
nity Program or those students
who are accepted to the universi
ty with the approval of the
school dean or the director of
athletics.
The Educational Opportunity
Program searches applications
for perspective students who are
academically or economically
disadvantaged. Students who do
not meet the minimum CSU re
quirements may be allowed into
the university under the “ excep
tions” category.'
Snyder said the “ universityinterest category” includes those
students admitted who do meet
minimum CSU requirements but
do not meet the higher standards
set by the impacted depart'
menu. The Student Affirmative
Action Program looks for
disparities in the admission of
underrepresented groups such as
ethnic minorities and male/
female ratios. According to
Snyder, minimum standards are
set to assure the applicant's suc
cess at the university. The lower
requiremenu are a reflection of
the university understanding
that due to the person’s socio
economic status he or she did not
have the opportunity to gain the
same pre-college educational
success as other applicant*“ There’s no reason to believe
that the student will be any less
sucessful than those admitted
under the regular process,” said
Snyder. “ It’s possible that we
will select a student who does
not meet state standards but the
selection criteria tends to drive
those standards up.”
The quarter in which a person
appUes for admission is also a
major factor in determining the
person’s acceptance. Snyder said
standards may go down in off
quarters (summer, winter and
spring) because there are not as
many students applying. For in
stance, for spring quarter, the
School of Business has accepted
six lower division transfer stu
dents out of nine who applied.
The six students accepted have
average OPAs of 2.9. In con
trast, last fall quarter the School
of Business accepted six lower
division transfer students out o f
140 applications. The average
OPA o f those six students was
3.5.
“ The demand is not constant
and neither is the supply,” said
Snyder. “ It’s not a very simple
model at all. There are things
that impact on the student
quotas.”
Snyder said the selection
criteria is one of the only factors
that does remain constant
throughout the year.
If the most qualified students

are applying in the fall of each
school year then why not fill all
the quotas at that time? If
departments accepted students
only once a year they could not
make up for the automatic yearly
fluctuations in the student popu
lation, said Snyder.
One of the major problems fac
ing the impacted departments is
what to do with the highly quali
fied student who applies in the
fall and is denied entrance but
would otherwise be a top choice
in the off quarters. Students,
especially high school graduates
are hesitant about suiting col
lege only weeks after graduating
from high school. Departments
are looking for ways to attract
these very qualified students to ,
reapply for summmer quarter.
The School o f Business
receives fewer .applications in the
off quarters than it does in fall,
thus the quality of the accepted
students does tend to go down
somewhat said Kenneth Walters,
dean o f the School of Business.
In order to accommodate the ex-

>
*
ceptional students who are turn
ed away 1^11 quarter, Walters
said the business school is im
plementing a two-pronged
system.
First, the school advocates let
ting more students in during the
fall quarter. Walters said this is a
matter that the admissions office
must address by shifting the
quotas that it assigns to the
school each quarter.
“ Quotas don’t at all reflect
demands. They reflect the histor
ical size of the program,”
Walters said. “ We should look at
revising the quotas.”
In addition, the school is forced
to accept as part of itt q u o u a
large share of special admittance
students such as athletes, facul
ty, staff and children, said
Walters. “ (Special admittances)
should be separate, they take
away from students who come on
academic merit. We think that
special students whould be a
special pool.”
The second procedure is to
issue a letter asking those

outstanding students turned
down fan quarter to re-apply in
the summer. Walters said this
will begin next fall quarter.
The electrical engineering
department also must turn down
exceptional students in the faU
quarters. James Harris, head of
the electrical engineering
department, has a solution: set
up a deal with the local com
munity colleges, so that the
student can automatically
transfer directly into the Cal Po
ly program in two years. Harris
\
said both Cal Poly and the com
munity colleges would benefit by
getting exceptional students.
*)
“ Students who apply in the fall
are all set up to go away to col
lege,” said Harris. He sees his
program as an alternative — the
student can become acclamated
to the San Luis Obispo college
community, and have a guaran
teed transfer into the Cal Poly
major for which he or she origi
nally applied.
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Safety belt law gives drivers chance to save livei
Harris

With the new safety belt law
in effect dace Jan. 1, the people
of San Luis Obispo and the rest
of California are now required to
buckle up or chance paying a
fine.
In I9M, 4,500 Californians
were k in d and 292,538 injured
in auto accidents
“ Half of those Californians
could be alive today if they had

simply been wearing their seat
belts," said Keith Welch, execu
tive director of Traffic Safety
Now, California!, a non-profit
organization
that
seeks to
e d u c a te d riv e rs a b o u t the
benefits of increased safety belt
usage.
The San Luis Obispo Traffic
Safety Department took an ac
tive part in the campaign to see
this law passed, ‘ to “ save
themselves headaches," said

Steve Seybold, San Luis Obispo
Crime Prevention Coordinator.
“ There have been no major in
jury accidents in the city of San
Luis Obispo since the law was
passed," Seybold said.
■ “ However, it is difficult to look
back in any of the accident
reports and see if a safety belt
would have helped prevent inju
ries since the officers are not r e 
quired to record if a safety belt
was worn," said Seybold.

Under the new law the driver
and all passengers are required
to use safety belts or face a S20
fine for the first violation and up
to S50 for any additional offense.
"Instead of paying the $20 for
the first offense, you do have the
option of going to traffic school,"
Seybold said.
The citation will go on the of
fe n d e rs record although no
penalty points will be given,
Seybold continued.
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“ If the passengers are under
sixteen years of age and not
wearing selt belts, the driver will
be cited and it will go on their
record," Seybold said.
“ Citations will be given only if
the vehicle is stopped for another
violation," Seybold said.
California is the 16th state to
enact a mandatory selt belt law.
The state's current safety belt
usage is roughly 20 percent, ac
cording to Ron Bettancourt, of
Human Dynamics, an evaluation
and project research company.
In a su rv ey by Human
Dynamics, it was shown that the
percentage of drivers who use
safety belts fluctuates from 14
percent in Los Angeles to 29
percent in Monterey.
“ Not everyone is pleased about
this new law ," said Dave Bent, a
traffic safety officer. “ There are
lots o f people voicing their
displeasure that they are re
quired to use the safety belts.
They say it is an invasion of their
privacy.”
Bent said that although theya
don’t have any specific programs
for encouraging safety belt use,
they do have an active safety
awareness program to help con
vince the public they are safer
with their safety belts on and
their children are safer in car
!• seau.

Ex-inspector
denies link
with killing
BOSTON (AP) — A retired
San Francisco Police inspector,
contradicting earlier testimony
at Gennaro J. Angiulo’s federal
racketeering trial, denied Wed
nesday he was offered a contract
to kill a former hitman-turned in
formant.
Robert Martin, a 29-year San
Francisco Police veteran who
retired in 1976, said he had no
prior knowledge of a contract on
the head of Joseph “ Baron"
Barboza, formerly of New Bed
ford, who was gunned down in
1976.
Barboza was killed outside the
San Francisco home o f James
C halm as,
le y government
witness.
Chalmas had testified for the
prosecution in the U.S. District
Court trial that he offered a
$25,000 hit contract to Martin,
but said Martin refused unless he
could do it “ in the line of duty."
Chalmas also testifed that he
and Martin engaged in extortion
schemes together and that he,
Chalmas, paid off Martin for
various favors.
The defense hoped to impeach
Chalmas’ credibility as a witness
by presenting Martin, who was
never charged, as an honest
police officer Inatigned by the
government witness.
In cross-examination Wednes
day, Assistant U.S. Attorney
Ernest DiNisco asked Martin,
“ At any time did (Chalmas) ever
offer you a contract to kill
Joseph Barboza?”
“ He did not,” Martin replied.
Martin testified that Chalmas
was an informant and that the
two would meet over drinks to
discuss information. But Martin
initially denied prior knowledge
of a contract on Barboza’s head.
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By D affy C arolan
S la t) W riter

One of the computer operating
systems currently in use on the
Cal Poly campus will soon be
replaced by a more efficient
system, said a representative of
the campus instructional support
group.
I n s tru c tio n a l
C o n s u lta n t
George Westlund said the phas
ing out of the RSTS system of
the DEC 1170 computer and the
implementation of the PRIME
9750 computer system will begin
as early as spring quarter. At
that time it is hoped PRIME will
be operating at 50 percent of its
com m unication capacity, said
Westlund.
More than 115 course sections
at Cal Poly which use RSTS will
e v e n tu a lly be serv iced by
PRIM E, said Niel Webre, com
puter science department head.
~ At fall operating capacity
PRIME can service 64 people at
one time, a* compared with the
RSTS service capacity of 48
people. “ Often students -can find
terminals in the computer rooms,
but have to wait to get on to
RSTS,” said Westlund. The in
creased service capacity o f
PRIM E should alleviate this
problem, he said.
There should be no restrictions
on the provision of account
numbers given to access the new
system, said Westlund, whereas
the maximum amount of account
numbers given to students and
faculty using RSTS is 2,0002,500.
PRIM E can also hold several

RSTS out, PRIME in
New computer system is more efficient
times the information that RSTS
can hold. RSTS holds 16 bits of
memory while PRIME holds 32
bits, said Dwight Heirendt, in
structional consultant of the Cal
Poly instructional support group.
PRIM E computes faster and is
m ore accurate than
RSTS,
Westlund said. “ It is not cheaper
or more cost efficient, but simply

more technologically advanced.'
Cal Poly paid $148,000 for the
PRIME system.
The California State Universi
ty division o f inform ation
systems and the Chancellor's Of
fice contracted with PRIM E
Computers after the company
underbid both Digital Equip
ment C orporation and Data

Prostitutes
frightened
by killings
LOS ANOELES (AP) — A str
ing of IS prostitute killings
stretching from 1983 through the
new year has frightened and
angered . prostitutes and their
advocates, who say police are in
different to the crimes.
“ The lack of seriousness they
have given to this case says,
'Hey, you bump off a few
hookers, it's OK,” ’ Margaret
Prescott of the group Coyote,
Call Off Your Old Tired Ethics,
said Wednesday. “ Promoting the
idea that it’s OK to kill someone
because of what they do for a liv
ing is uncivilized and inhumane.”
“ No one cares because they’re
black prostitutes,” she said. “ If
they lived in Beverly Hills or
Westwood, then everyone would
be interested.”
But police said the case, to
which a 17-member task force
was assigned Tuesday, has top
priority.
Despite an abundance of clues
and a detailed composite drawing
of a suspect, police say they are
not optimistic about catching the
killer soon.
“ We’re working with about 500
clues right now, and unless we
get a break, it’s going to be a
long, plodding case,” police Lt.
John Zorn said.
The body of the latest Lot
Angeles
victim ,
22-year-old
Tammy Lynn Scratching*, was
found Saturday in an alley. An
a u to p s y
show ed
she. . .was
strangled.

w *7V i

General by $2 million.
The decision to get PRIME
Computers icame as a surprise to
everyone, said David Yang,
resource manager of information
systems.
.. But the instituting of the
PRIM E system is not without
problems.
PR IM E C om puters are a

V- i

“ relative unknown,” he said. On
ly two state universities have
used the PRIM E computer*.
But, after underbidding its com
petitors by $2 million, PRIM E
was the obvious choice. Yang
said.
The computer science faculty
and staff are “ reserving judg
ment” about the system antil
PRIME is fully instituted, said
Department Head Webre. No
faculty members have used
PRIME. “ And that’s not jnst
the computer science faculty,” he
said.
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Q. WHY SHOULD I BUY A HEALTH CARD?
A.
FORTHE SERVICE WITHOUT THE BILLS!
H e a lt h C a r d s c a n b e p u r c h a s e d a t t h e H e a lt h C e n t e r o r S t a t e
C a s h ie r .
W in te r Q u a r te r C a rd s c o s t $ 3 0 .0 0 and A n n u a l C a rd s
( F a l l , W in t e r , S p r i n g ) c o s t $ 6 5 . 0 0 .

•A

D r. B e e w e l l h i n t :

There are no co p a y m e n t s or d e d u c ti b l e s w ith

ST U D E N T HEALTH SERVICES
CORNER OF CAMPUS W AY & VIA CARTA • 546 1211

th e H ealth C a r d •
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Campus radio station gets new transmitter link
By Rebecca B e rra
LHaMyte Editor

The Cal Poly campus radio
station, KCPR, is in the process
of installing a piece of equipment
with permission from the Federal
C om m unications
C om m ission
which could save the station as
much as $500 a month in phone
bills.
The equipment, which has a
value of $13,000, is called a com
posite studio transmitter link,
and is designed to link the KCPR
studios in the Graphic Arts
B u ild in g to
th e
s ta tio n 's
transmitter site on Radio Hill.
“ Basically, the STL is the
means of getting the signal from
your studio to your transmitter,"
said Ron Kwang, KCPR chief
engineer. Unless a radio station's

studio and transm itter are
located in the same building,
some sort o f link is needed, he
said.
KCPR is currently using high
quality phone lines to get the
station signal to Radio Hill.
Although phone lines are the
.easiest and simplest way of get
ting a signal from studio to
transmitter, they are also the
most cost-prohibitive, said John
T h a w le y , ' K C P R
g e n e ra l
manager.
The cost of maintaining these
phone lines has recently been increasesd. In one month, the
phone rates increased by more
than $400, prompting the jour
nalism department to seek a new
means of linking the studio and
the transmitter.

"The phone rates went out of
sight last M ay," said Thawley.
"W e figure the STL will pay for
itself In twQ years in saved phone
bilU.”
The purchasing of the new
equipment represents a substan
tial initial investment for the
journalism department and the
School of Communicative Arts
and Humanities, said Randall
Murray, head of the journalism
department.
Murray said the idea of install
ing microwave dishes in place of
phone lines first arose in the fall
of 1983 when a recommendation
to move the KCPR transmitter
to Cuesta Peak was considered.
Althongh the the move was re
jected, the idea of purchasing a
STL surfaced again when the

telephone line rates were raised.
"All at once the phone com
pany raised our bill. Those kind
of things just wipe you out,”
Murray said. "Right now we’re
bleeding to death and we’re try
ing to stop it as quickly as we
am ,
—............
• .......—
" It (the purchasing of the STL)
had to be done and in a way, now
we will have a piece of equipment
we can use if and when we ever
do consider a transmitter move,"
Murray said.
The equipment, which includes
two microwave dishes and two
antennas, is currently being in
stalled and could be operating as
early as next week, said Thawley.
“ Once we have the STL in
stalled and operating, we’U be
saving a couple o f hundred

In addition to lower phone
bills, the installation of the STL
will also mean improved sound
quality, said Thawley.
“ If you listen carefully during
Met opera you can hear dial
clicks in the backround, Kwang
said. “ W ith the STL these
b a c k ro u n d n o ises w ill be
eliminated and the bass will
sound better to o ."
Thawley said he thinks the new
equipment will also make the
station more self-sufficient. " I t’s
like renting vs. owning a house.
If you own your own house, you
don’t have to worry about rent
increases," Thawley said.______
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An engineering degree will
take you far in today’s high-tech
Arm y. A nd with an Army RO TC
scholarship, earning that degree
can be both less expensive and
m ore valuable.
The scholarship not only
pays your entire tuition, regardless
o f the am ount, but also required
fees, an am ount for books and
supplies, and up to $1,000 each
school year far living expenses.
It’s an excellent scholarship.
A nd it gets you a lot m ore than
an engineering degree. Along with
your regular courses, you’ll take
Army RO TC classes and learn
about motivating people, analysing

situations, making confident,
inform ed decisions, and reaching
defined goals. In short, you’ll
learn leadership and management
skills that can’t help b u t enhance
your opportunities in the future.
A nd you’ll p u t your skills to
work right sway, because you’re
commissioned in the Arm y as a
second lieutenant when you
graduate. If you’d like an education in
leadership and managem ent to go
along with your engineering
degree, find o u t m ore about Army
R O T C C ontact Larry Slayton,
546-2371 for details. O r sto p in
Dexter Hall 115.

AR M Y RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
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A Cal Poly student took .§_
mid-quarter break from school to
travel to India as.o n e of. 12,000
delegates to a world conference
on education.
Joe Clokey, an ornamental
horticulture student, spent two
weeks in the heart of India at
tending the annual conference
along with representatives from
46 nations.
Besides focusing on the accel
eration of education worldwide,
the week-long conference cele
brated the birthday of India’s
head of education, Sri Sathya
Sai.
“ Sri Sathya Sai has done in
credible things for education in
India,” said Clokey, pointing to
pictures of the Sai-founded uni
versity in Pudaparti where the
conference was held. The univer
sity enrollment, disregards the
class system, allowing students
to attend on their scholastic
achievements rather than family
name or money.
Clokey said 400,000 people
were present to honor the head of
education on his birthday. “ Sai
has been working towards help
ing India get out of its poverty
all of his life,” said Clokey. “ His
work is paying off, but it’s a long
road to haul.”
Sai’s objective is to bring
human values to educational
systems around the world.
“ The government of India is
behind Sri Sathya Sai because it
knows the only way for India to
get out of the hole it is in is to
turn to education,” said Clokey.
Any change in India will take
time and patience, Clokey said
after noting the poverty as well
as the potential o f the country.
Clokey said he thinks the only
way for India to remain the
largest democracy in the world is
to eliminate the class system by
im p roving th e e d u c a tio n a l
system.
“ The children of the country
are not yet act in their ways. It
must start with them ,” said
Clokey.
Clokey had the opportunity to
travel to India becauae his fa
ther, a film producer, covered the
conference for use in a documen
tary. The group b efu i its trip in
Singapore, described by Clokey
as a very Westernized city, and
traveled to Madras, a port dty
on the Bengal Sea.
Descriptive scenes of the mon
soon-swept area left strong im
pressions in Clokey’s memory.
“ Madras was an unsanitary pit
in comparison to Bangalore (a

Trip to India
Student attends conference
large city near the conference),”
said Clokey describing the
makeshift dwellings and strong
stench.
In comparison, Clokey said
Bangalore was clean though
“ still a shock to a Westerner
culturally.”
If Clokey could alter any myth
about India, he said it would be
the story of the sacred cow.
Many believe the people of India
starve as the holy cow sits in the

road and lives as it pleases.
“ The so-called sacred cow
works its tail off,” said Clokey,
after seeing the animals as plow
ing machines, fertilizers and
transporters, not to mention
keeping the weeds down to
eliminate snake bites. “ I’m not
saying the cows aren’t sacred but
they are definitely not wasted.
They serve a major purpose.”
Traveling through the coun
tryside, Clokey said his eyes were

opened to the poverty and star
vation which exists outside the
cities.
“ Due to the green revolution in
the last 20 years, India has field
after field of rice, wheat, corn,
cabbage and many other crops as
far as the eye can see,” said
Clokey, questioning the fact that
many starve despite the abun
dance around them.
Clokey blames this on a
prevalent class system, the ma

jor obstacle against any effort
towards a more democratic state.
“ There is just no help for the
poor,” said Clokey.
Clokey said he believes, along
w ith ' the general feeling at the
conference, that education could
begin to solve this problem.
R e tu rn in g to th e sta te s
brought Clokey a stronger
outlook on the education avail
able in the United States.
“ Free education is a reason we
have freedom ,” said Clokey.
“ The trip strengthened my
committment as a student. 1 now
realize that the most important
thing for both a nation and indi
vidual is awareness through
education.”
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Sturdy locks can help stop campus bike thefts
U-bolt Citadel, Kryptonite or
Master lock." He said if a thief
Out of 46 of the bikes stolen perceives a lock as “ too much
last school year, only one was left trouble" they will go to the next
unlocked, said a Public Safety one.
Carmack suggested cyclists go
investigator.
Ray Berrett said the stolen 45 to the extra expense of purchas
bikes were locked with cable. ing a good U-bolt lock. He said
“ We’ve only recovered four or they are a pretty secure alter
native. “ Most of the time it will
five of the bikes.”
Investigator Wayne Carmack keep it where you leave it if lock
said, " It pays to buy a good lock. ed properly."
For bicycles valued more than
Not one (bike) was stolen with a
By Debbe Boxx

statr Writer

$200 or those with quick release
wheels, Carmack said the best
method of securing them is by
taking off the two wheels and
locking the frame and wheels to
the bike rack.
“ Cable and padlock are a waste
o f money,” said Carmack. “ All
b u t one of the bikes reported
stolen last year were locked with
cable, and that one wasn't locked
at all."
Carmack said he once helped a

Welcome Back!
o

\

<?

New Year
off with a

student who lost a key to his lock
retnove the U-bolt by using i
cutting torch.
Comparing the Kryptonite and
Citadel locks, Carmack said there
is a weakness in the Kryptonite
hollow tubing section. The
Citadel has a solid crossbar, he
said.
,
Mike Barnes',’ manager of Velo
SLO, said the U-bolt has to be
hollow for the locking mecha
nism.
Barnes said the Kryptonite
lock, which costs $28.95, has a
$350 guarantee which he has
never known to be challenged.
Barnes said a customer would
have to fill out some paper work
and have a police report in order
to receive the guarantee.
" O f all thefts there are no
claims of ‘bikes stolen with a Ubolt lock," said Barnes. He said
those are the best possible deter
rents to stop casual thefts. “ The
U -lockistheonly way lo g o .” —i
Bob Sukoski, president of Velo

Club and a reprensentative of
Spirit Cycle, said Kryptonites
and Citadels are the best selling
locks and cause the least trouble.
He said cable. locks are a deter
rent for short periods of time;
U-bolts are better for leaving
bikes at school all day.
S u k o sk i su g g ests cy c lists
should use some form of lock to
ensure safety. “ You can be 100
percent sure with a U-lock.”
, fh ere is a new combination
U-bolt lock by Saiko that sells
for $19.95 and has a $350 guar
antee but, Sukoski said, he
hasn't tried it yet.
“ Locks aren’t the answer. They
only keep honest people honest.
They can be defeated — they’re
only for a sense of security," said
Berrett. " If somebody wants (to
take it) they’ll do it."
Berrett suggested stencilling
bikes with a highly visible mark,
such as black lacquer paint. “ Marking for proper l.P . is the
b N t d M M I r '^ ----------- *— ,_____
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Student teams
encouraged for
Dexter Plaza
design contest

Students will have a chance' to display
their creative talents and earn money in a
competition to design a new plaza next to
the Dexter Building, in front of the Cellar.
Elaine Shaw, an organizer for the com
petition, said that in addition to about
S450 in prize money, winners can use their
finished plans for a portfolio.

Sleepy? l a t e n ig h t s t u d y
Hot Food & Snacks

cnts and produce the best use for the
space.”

Haserot and Tom Smith, as a combined
senior project.

Registration and designs for the new
plaza will be accepted from Jan. 17
throtigh Feb. 24 at the School of Architec
ture and Environmental Design Office.

Shaw said they hope to work closely
with the winner to implement the plans for
the new plaza.
“ It’s important that the plaza be built
v after the plans are approved,” said Shaw.
“ It’s too common at Cal Poly for a design
to be approved for an area on campus but
never built.”

b la h s?
IT’S A
GOOD TIME
FORTHE
GREAT TASTE

Served till 10:30pm Sun.-Thur.
12mn. Fri. & S a t

Good only at
Foothill M cDonalds
S an Luis O bispo

)

A

J

Mention "SLEEPY
& get

30<t off
any food, order

located lower level U.U.

YOUR
4 LUNCH1
COMMUTER SPECIAL
MEAL CARD ENTITLES
YOU TO ONE LUNCH
DER DAY FOR 4
[OF THE 5
,
S '
[LUNCHES
f ‘ ( (
AVAILABLE
\
MONDAY
V v \
[THROUGH FRIDAY
KT THE

PIZZA
GRANDE

*new hours*
5pm-12mn
Take-out or Delivered on C am pus-546-1233

Factory trained m echanics

FOLLOWING LOCATIONS

DIVERSITY DINING ROOM
NACK BAR
ISTA GRANDE CAFETERIA
ANDWICH PLANT

FOOTHILL McDonalds ONLY

10:30am-l:30pm
10:30am-4:00pm
11:00am-1:00pm
10:30am-4:00pm

0NTRACTS AVAILABLE AT THE CASHIER'S
'FFICE IN THE UNIVERSITY UNION.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CALL. DONNA NASH AT 546-1175

Jettas
Sclroccos
Rabbits
Beetles
QTI's
T o y o ta
K a rm e n Q hia
M iss a n /D a tsu n
A u d i's
P o rs c h e 9 2 4 's
D iesel, g a s o lin e
a n d w a te r c o o le d e n g in e
re b u ild in g

• All V W s

•

•
•
•
•

544-8177

12 Higuera, San Luis Obispo

|
|
I
!
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FLOAT
of students at the two univer
Due to cold weather in San sities, said Jamieson. Cal Poly
Luis Obispo, many of the flowers has been a part of a lot of tech
intended for the float did not nological firsts, he said.
bloom in time, said Richard
Cal Poly entered the first float
Jamieson, chairman of the Rose to be powered by propane, and
Float Committee. At Cal Poly was one of the first float entrants
Pomona, where half of the float is to use hydraulic anim ation.
buih, the flowers bloomed too “ Now a lot of float designers are
soon, so more flowers were pur
hydraulics, though some
chased from a grower in Upland, still use ropes” , Jamieson said.
he said.
It was also one o f the Tint
The theme for the parade this floats to use a centralized com
year was “ The Celebration of puter to control animation, said
Laughter” . The Cal Poly entry, Jamieson. “ The computer can
titled “ Bubble Trouble” , por coordinate 32 separate move
trayed the amusing attempts of a ments at one time” , he said.
young boy to bathe his dog and
An optical guidance system'
her puppies.
was designed by engineers at Cal
The float was a big hit along Poly Pomona to track the pink
the parade route, as members of line drawn down the middle of
the Rose Float Committee pass the parade route. “ No one else
ed out a thousand bottles of does that” , Jamieson said.
dudDie blowing solution to tne
. The float M o featured built-in
crowd. Paul Lewis, a spokesman
jacks which make it much easier
for the Associated Students Inc.
committee that coordinates float to fix flat tires, Jamieson saitL
This is a valuable feature
preparation at Cal Poly Pomona
because float operators are only
with Cal Poly San Luis Obispo,
allowed a few minutes to fix a
said they even had the two
flat tire, or the floats are towed
commentators from Channel 11
from the parade.
blowing bubbles up in the booth.
Asked how Cal Poly has been
The Cal Poly entry, which was
the only float in the parade com able to achieve so many firsts,
pletely designed, constructed, Jamieson said, “ We just try a lot
decorated and financed by stu of new things, and over the years
dents, utilized the technical skills we try to perfect them.”

V oyager 2 discovers
sixth m o o n o f U ranus
PASADENA (AP) — A sixth
moon orbiting Uranus has been
discovered by the Voyager 2
spacecraft, and many more are
likely to be found as the probe
speeds toward its dose encounter
with the gaseous planet, NASA
said Wednesday.
“ We expect to see up to 18 tiny
moons shepherding the nine
known rings” that drcle the
s o lir
system 's
third-largest
planet, said Ellis Miner, deputy

Voyager project scientist at the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory.
H ints of the tiny, newly
discovered m oon, temporarily
designated as 1985 Ul until it is
formally named, were detected in
long-exposure photographs taken
in late December by Voyager’s
supertelephoto television camera,
NASA said in a prepared state
ment.

BACK TO KINKO’S

Mnko'r
Complimentary ticket* tor ell dining petronei
Moke your dinner reeervetlone NOWI

973 Foothill, Suite §1
Sen Lule Oblepo, CA 93401

543-0771
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Mustangs tough over break, ready for league
By J o e P ack ard
Spaclal to m «

Mustangs practtca tor toaguo play which atari* Jan. 10 against Baksraf Ipld In tha Cal Poly Main Gym.

M ustang grapplers to face test
By Tim Robinson
SUM W riter

The Cal Poly wrestling teanw.
which could be described In ' mt
word as young, will begin a rite
of passage this weekend when it
goes on the road to take on some
of the NCAA’s strongest Divi
sion I teams . It could mean a
national ranking or just a long,
hard trip.
First, it begins with a visit
with the Virginia Duals on Frt[ day, a tournament which boasts
seven of the top 20 teams in the
nation. Then, the Mustangs will
end their coast to coast excursion
in Stillwater, Oklahoma on Mon
day, facing both third-ranked
Oklahoma State and fifth-ranked
I Oklahoma on the same day.

'It will give us an opportunity
to make a name for ourselves and
,a chance to get back into the top
20,’’*raid Lennis Cowell, who is in
his first t a w * 5 head coach of the
Mustang wrestlers.
“ We’re going to be taking on
Oklahoma, who is ranked third in
the nation, and Oklahoma State,
who is ranked fifth... back to
back, it should be a real eye
opener...it will be a good test,’’
said Cowell.
For Cowell, however, the big
gest test might be his personnel.
The Mustangs have only two
seniors back from last year.
However, one of the returning
seniors is Mark Tracy, who is
ranked third in the nation in his
weight category.

But there are other problems
that have m aterialized
for
Cowell, such as the academic
eligibility of Jesus Coronado and
Malcolm Boykin. Both Coronado
and Boykin had been unable to
wrestle early this season, but
became eligible this quarter.
Without Coronado and Boykin,
the Mustangs are 2-1 in dual
meets in the young season, but
have dropped out of the top 20
rankings after being ranked 19th
in the preseason polls. The
Virginia Duals will probably give
C ow ell and
the
M u stan g
wrestlers an idea as to whether
the preseason _ rankings were
justified or not.
With the Cal Poly team at
See GRAPPLERS, page 14

D al*------- ------------------— -7 ---------------- -

There
was a lot of good
/basketball played during the
quarter break. The men’s team
showed
much talent, skill and
tenacity in running up an im
pressive
10-3 record in non
conference play against a wide
variety of opponents and now
eagerly
await two rounds of
games with foes in the tough
California Collegiate Athletic
Conference.
Here’s a rundown of the team’s
performances since finals.
□ D sc. 6 — Cal Poly 10, Ft.
Lewis (Colo.) 36.
In the opening round of the Cal
P o ly T ip -O ff C la s s ic , the
Mustangs streaked to a 13-2 ad
vantage — eight of those points
by Sean C ham bers — and
coasted to the victory. Chico
Rivera had 13 points and Melvin
Parker came off the bench to pull
down nine rebounds and score
eight points.
□ D sc. 7 — Cal Poly 92,
Hastings (Neb.) 46. Champion
ship game.
Poly put it together in every
phase of the game to win its own
tournament for the tenth time in
14 tries. “ We’re playing with
great confidence defensively and
I don’t remember a team at Cal
Poly rebounding this w ell,’’
coach Ernie Wheeler remarked
after the game which ran Poly’s
record to 3-0. Chambers had 17
points and nine rebounds and
was named Co-MVP of the
tourney along with teammate
Rivera. The Mustangs also im
pressively out-dunked the Corn
Farmers 5-0.
□Dec. 14 — Cal Poly blows out
Cal State San Bemadino by a
wide margin.
□D ec. 17 — UC Davis 39, Cal
Poly 38.
^ J i^ ^ ^ jw e a n ire j^ k e ^ ^ o j^

ference-type game. Cal Poly blew
a nine point lead In the last eight
minutes to let this one get away.
The Mustangs had last posses
sion of the ball but missed a
last-second layup. Rivera sunk
.16 points and center Jim VanWinden had five rebounds, both
tops on the team.
□ Dec. 18 — Cal Poly 85.
Wisconsin, Oshkosh 76.
Poly allowed more points than
usual but had ample offensive
production to post their seventh
win in eight games. The leading
scorer for Poly was Van Winden
with 23 while Parker topped the
rebounding charts with 10.
□ Dec. 21 — Cal Poly-wins in
overtime at Sonoma State Uni
versity.
□ Dec. 27 Sacramento State
University 62, Cal Poly 57. After
a strong first half, enjoying a
three point lead, Poly was shut
out for the first six minutes of
the final period and ended up los
ing to the talented Sacramento
State Hornets.
“ We just have to learn to be
have to
be more mentally prepared and
we hive to be more prepared by
the coaches in some aspects of
the game,’’ said Wheeler.
□D ec. 28 — University of
California Davis 64, Cal Poly 53.
Wheeler suprisingly started a
new guard, Jeff Gray, in an at
tempt to spark the flickering
Mustangs, but they fell to Davis.
Poly got behind early, but fought
back to within two points late in
the second half. Davis hit three
fewer field goals than Cal Poly,
but sank 26 of 31 free throws.
□ J a n . 3 — Cal Poly 37,
Sacramento State 36. This was
one of those games that kept
people in the crowd excited and
on the edge of their seats right
down to the wire. Poly scored the
Sae MUSTANGS, page 14

WINTER SPORTSWEAR BLOWOUT!
• TRIATHLON • BIKINO • RUNNING • SWIMMING • AEROBICS • ACTIVE WEAR •

WILDERNESS

EXPERIENCE

1U FA C TU R E R S /

.................... re g $136 now $68.95
W om ens Down Ja c k e ts ................................... .... - re g $150 n o w $74.95
4t"'
Polar Flee ce Ja c k e ts ........................ .................... re g $75 now $29.95

'P O R T S

1

MT

SUB 4
ALL N ylon Running Suits
OORETEX SUITS
iW g u e r a
Mil M o U n to e k s )
u te O b ts
M I-6 0 1 9

.......................................$24.95
Save $45 to $55

,

A d id as M ens (xs-m o n ly )...................................... re g $225 now $74.95
M oving Com fort w om ens

..................

........... re g $225 now $74.95

Limited to stock on hand. All sizes not available In some Items.
Bring In this a d and we'll take another 10% off Listed Items.

H o u rs :
la y -S a h ,
10a m - • pm
T h u n N ig h t AM 9 4 0

I
■\
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From page 13
close to full strength, their per
formance in Virginia will also
give Cowell an idea as to how
close the Mustang wrestlers are
or are not from making the
NCAA tournament. It Would be,
however, overly optimistic to
hope for any kind of an upset
over either of the Oklahoma
teams, yet with Tracy the chance
of being shut-out is considerably
less.
Tracy, a senior who has a 9-1
mark overall, wrestles at 177
pounds and is a legitimate AllAmerican candidate. Tracy will
probably be a strong key as to
whether or not the Mustangs will
gain national recognition.
The Mustangs also have Ernie

From page 13
winning basket after a steal with
seven seconds left. Parker also
had a game high 12 rebounds.
□ Jan. 4 — Cal Poly blows out
Cal Lutheran to extend their
record to 10-3.
Cal Poly begins- conference
play Jan. 10, when arch rival
C alifornia
S tate
University
Bakersfield invades with another
excellent team that has posted a
9-4 record against much of the
same competition that Cal Poly
faced in non-league games.
<rIt should be a good game,"
said Wheeler. " I t ’s always an in
tense struggle when we play
(Bakersfield). We would really
appreciate everyone’s support
Friday night."

Geronimo, who will be wrestling
at 126 pounds, Wayne Nishiura
or Gheith Effarah at 134, Coron
do wrestling at 142 and Boykin
at 150. Cal Poly's Eric Osborne
is still—not healthy and either
Lance Cowart or Brad Zimmer
will wrestle in his 158 pound
category.,
The rest of the starting line-up
consists of Ben Lizama, who will
wrestle in the heavyweight class,
D avid L an h a m (1 9 0 ), Jo e
Pangelinian (118) and Anthony
Romero in the 167 class.
The Virginia Duals and the
back-to-back O klahom a meets
could mark the resurgence of Cal
Poly as a wrestling powerhouse,
or be a signpost as to how long
the road back might just be.

Poly has a balanced attack so
far with nine players having
made substantial contributions.
Sean Chambers, a 6’2” for
ward, leads the team in scoring
averaging 13 points per game
and in rebounding with an
average o f nine boards per game.
Jim Van Winden, a 6*9" center,
and 6’5” forward Melvin Parker
are close behind Chambers in
scoring and rebounding.
G uards C hico Rivera and
James Wells are both handling
the ball well and scoring about
10 points per game.
Fowards Mike C hellsen and
Darrin Massingale and guards
Mark Shely and Mark Otta also
have played important roles in
the Mustangs’ success.
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M ake things happen
Engineers and scientists
at Northrop Corporation
know how to make things
happen w ith advanced
technology. Applying their
own curiosity and the most
sophisticated systems and
equipm ent available, our
technical professionals are
given the creative freedom
to challenge conventional
assumptions, l b find new
techniques and systems Jo
integrate diverse techiu)logies. lb shape the future
development of new and
emerging technologies.

Northrop is a world leader
in aerospace and electron
ics Many of our recent
college graduates are in
volved with some of the
most critical technologies:
a rtific ia l in tellig en ce;
avionics; guidance and
navigation; sensors and
signal processing; remotely
piloted aircraft; data pro
cessing; integrated flight
control and propulsion.
And hundreds of other
advanced programs and
products.

As our business grows,
we’re finding more places
for young professionals
who want td make things
hap p en . If your back
ground is engineering,
com puter science, physics
or math, we'd like to learn
about you. Find out when
our representative will be
on your campus by visiting
the placement office. Or
write us directly.

Northrop Corporation,
College Relations, Dept.
CN S-86, 1840 Century
Park East, Los Angeles,
CA 90007.
PROOF OF U.S. CITI
ZENSHIP REQUIRED.
Northrop Is an Equal
Opportunity Employer
M/F/H/V.
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GIANT PIZZA
EXPIRES
1 /1 6 /8 6
544-7330
Foothill &
Santa Rosa
SLO

•up to 10 pounds
in.as little as 2 weeks.
Ybu wont feel hungry
Mj u will feel anew confidence.a new control.
No drugs.crash diets, or
special fodds to buy.
Call for your firs t free
consultation today.

Phone 641-diet
Addreee 699 California Blvd.
San Luis Obispo, Ca.
98401.
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Bloom County
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Opus fights back
December 3 1 ,19S5
As FBI agents arrive at the door
of the Bloom Boarding House,
Opus, inside, refuses to be taken
alive.

Bill the Cat sells secrets to Russians?
What’s happened to the quiet county?
By Susan E dm ondson
Bloom County correspondent

While Cal Poly student were enjoying a
leisurely three-week vacation, everything went
higgledy-piggledy in good o t* Bloom County.
For those o f you unable to follow the trials and
tribulations o f the meadow residents during
the break, here are som e o f the highlights.
Steve Dallas spent his Christinas Eve sen
ding more letters to Asian mail-order brides ...
Oliver Wendell Jones received a state-of-theart record player for Christmas
and an of
ficial contest was launched — readers were
encouraged to send in postcards with draw
ings depicting Bill the Cat in a festive
Yuletide setting, (such as spitting egg nog on
an elf.) Winning entries will be printed in a
February edition of the comic strip.
But, amid the hustle and bustle of the holi
days, all eyes at Bloom County were focused
on Bill the Cat who (gasp!) was arrested for
selling secrets to the Russians. Bill’s face was
splattered across the front page of the Bloom
Beacon, next to a photo of Opus, who was

Cal Poly Craw Wants Youl
I Parson* weighing app. 120 lbs needed to
I coxswain racing boats. No exp. neooeIstry Meeting Wad., Jan IS UU220. For
■more Info, call Julie H. 541-4207

identified as a “ close friend."
While Bill sat rotting in jail, the FBI sear
ched for his accomplice, and narrowed it down
to only one possible conspirator — Opus.
Opus’ mug appeared on national television
(“ note the recent honker surgery.” )
FBI agents promised Opus he would walk
out of prison a free penguin and be sucking
herring livers within the hour if he would con
fess to everything. He did.
Enter Steve Dallas, hired to defend the ac
cused red spies, (Melvin Belli was not avail
able.) At a news conference arranged to pro
claim Opus’ innocence, a crazed teen-ager who
had sat through 20 straight hours of
Sylvester Stallone movies and gone into an
ti-Soviet hysterics began yelling “ USA!,
USA!” and shot Opus in his ... NOSE — (shot
the whole thing clean off, yikes!)
Now Opus sits in the hospital, the world's
first artificial nose recipient.
The world is waiting for news of his
recovery.

BIOFEEDBACK FOR 8TRESS MGT
TUESDAYS 1:30-3:30 PM
FORGIVING YOUR PARENTS
TUESDAYS 3* PM
JESPERSEN HALL 545-2511

PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT
SOCIETY O F AMERICA
New ckib tor all majors
let meeting Jan. 23,11 am, UU220
Don’t leave college without Joining

COPING WITH BULIMIA
THURSDAYS 10-11:30 AM
PROCRASTINATION THURSDAYS 04 pm
RE-ENTRY STUDENTS BROWN BAG
LUNCH THURSDAYS 11-12 NOON
JESPERSEN HALL 5402511

on earth Is Ctitle? Find out this
nth-he’e coming here)

DEFEATING SELF-DEFEATING
BEHAVIORBON WEDNESDAYS 3-5 PM
INCEST: A SUPPORT GROUP FOR
WOMEN ON WEDNESDAYS 2-4 PM
JESPERSEN HALL 545-2511

DRAFT CLASS SIGN-UP NIGHT will be
Ved. Jan. IS at 7pm In the U.U.
Dr a f t CENTER. Photo, SNkacreenlng
litre repair and mom. Coma one 5 all.

D.D.M.S.---AT TH E GROVE

What on earth Is a Knochtl*??? Find out
Jan. 21-24. Poly UU Plaza.

JAN. 10th •PINK A BLUE PARTY" 0 pm
VETS HALL
JAN. 17th - "LADIES NIGHT”- 7:30 PM
Dry Party-Semi Formal

^DAYSMPM
ERSEN HALL 6452311

m.mw
/

Opus confesses
laaaary !, IM i
A promise made by FBI agents
of freedom and herring livers is
too tempting so Opus spills the
whole sordid story.

m .f 6 o rn
m r lay/

y ^ (
m

V/

Opus is shot
Jaaaary 3
Attorney Steve
Opus’ innocence
ference but the
gunned down.
flies.

PROTYPE 5450075 wordproceselng. Fast
service, correct spelling, resume*, Senior
Projects, Papers

LOOKING FOR A CREATIVE JOB? The
UU Craft Center needs Craft Instr
uctor*. Apply now at the ASI
Buslneea oftioe In the UU

YES, YOU TO O CAN BE AN ADVERTW
ING DEPARTMENT CLERK FOR THE
MUSTANG DAILYI IF YOU NEED A PART
TIME JO B NOW GIVE US A CALL. CALL
C L A U D IA OR J E A N N E A T T H E
MUSTANG DAILY 543-1143

Come danoe to TH E PAPER BOY8I
This SATURDAY NIGHT, 030 PM.
Chumash Auditorium
Tickets at the door
Sponsored by A8I Special Events

Found Finals week In front ot
Engineering budding Ladle* gold wi
Call to Identity and claim 541-2317.

GIRLS 10 SPEED BIKE FOR BALE. Only
been used twloegmat condition Call
Jude 5415245

71 Bulck Station Wagon Excellent cond.
Secrlftoe 1700 O S O .T O - 1 104.

WORK STUDY STUDENT NEEDED FOR
AN EXCITING PART TIME JOB AS AN
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT CLERK.
D O N T LET THIS ONE SU P AWAY. CALL
C L A U D IA OR J E A N N E A T T H E
MUSTANG DAILY 5451143

DANCE!

Dallas proclaims
at a news con
accused spy is
Penguin plasma

R 0 R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(RON A); M-Sat; 8am5pm; 5442581

WOODSTOCK'S PIZZA •NOW HIRING
PART TIME HELP. APPLY IN PERSON AT
1015 COURT ST

For mom Into call 5455243.

APPLE COMPUTER 8Y8TEM
SPECIAL PURCHASE OF MAC S12K
WITH IMAQEWRITERII PRINTER
$1006

CHEAP CHEAP CHEAPCHEAPCHEAP
Female nonamoker needed to ahem room
In apt near Poly and shopping. USS/mo
Cad 5450750
Fern, needed to sham Ig. rm In nice
condo. wsMry micro 0 mom 5435700.
Female needed to sham room.
$201/mo. Two min. wadt to Cal
Poly. Cad 541-4840.
Female roommate for shared room. Patio,
microwave, ftreplacs, sauna, pool avail
able now. Ctoee to Poly. 541-0410 or
544-8185 leave message.

Pvt entrance $2S0fmo. 772-1104. Shared
bath, utils, paid.

WTIUBPR SUBLEASE. MALE/SHAREO
COED STUDENT HOUSE. CLOSE TO
POLY, WITH LOTS OP XTRA5 lOOtono.
CONTACT TIM $445201. D O N T WAIT.

EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE

ERTIVENESBTRAINIF
PESS MANAGEMENT

icemss/nmne..

W OW GROUP 83
REUNION
MEET AT 730 pm JAN. 10 ON V.G.
STAIRS. BRING BLEEPING BAG. GREG.

tDAYS3-4PM

I H j M J Y / I PfP
e m rm */ m r r /

JAN. 14th •"MAGNUM PARTY" •5PM
VETS MALL - GO HAWAIIAN I

DANCE!

kt Jan 110-30 only $1.00 oover.

r
£*LL BEHIND H O W TO MAKE
1JAN9TH 3:15-4:30 PM
F Q a n iz e YOUR TIME
kN2TH 10-12 NOON
nASE HALL 546-1256

BETA THETA PI
LITTLE SISTER
RUSH!

Kazle, McGuire, Lizard And Pat Thanks
tor the extra-special Christmas. You’re
the greateetlll I love you all, Dmner
(Yo-Adrlan).
LATEST NBA SCORES
SCO TT 40 MIKE 54
BUT I KNOW T.S. 18 MY WINNER
Lov*,T.R.

15

D O N T MISS AGR
LIL’ SIS RUSH
AGR HOUSE 1713 7:30 PM.

Don’t be left out In the oold this
Cell 8uele tor typing. 5257806

\

N<
Comp 8
SKI BOOTS-men's Nordics
100 Call 5433404.
OH $00

Buying a house?
For a free dst of
and oondoe tor sale tot 8LO, call Steve
Nelson, F/8 Inc. 5435370.
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Closed classes frustrate students, faculty
William R. Backer, engineering
technology departm ent head,
advocates a shorter add/drop
tim e period. The two-week
deadline prolongs the organiza
tion o f student records, he said.
Backer said, “ We’re not in bad
mand. (CAR) has gotten progressively more improvements.”
The present add/drop policy
was approved by President
Baker last spring. Under the
policy, permission to add is the
decision of instructors, but they
are encouraged to base decisions
on established priorities as
follows: 1) handicapped students
who registered through CAR, 2)
graduating
seniors
who
registered through CAR and 3)
verified processing errors.
Punches does not refute
rumors that some instructors
may choose who to add by
drawing names out of a hat
There has to be flexiblity in an
add/drop policy, he said
P u n c h e s said the C A R
registration system saves time,
“ We were able to save seven calendar days .of registration and
shift those into instructional
days.”

“ CAR is better in getting us
earlier information,” said Paul F.
M urphy, m athem atics depart
ment head. “ What isn’t better is
th at students are wandering
around a lot more.” Murphy said
the mathematics department is
not having trouble accomodating
students
“ We’ve suspected (impacted
courses) are much more a proMem for us in humanities than
the major departments,” said
Scriven
take philosophy,” he said. There
are ten instructors in the
philosophy department.
“ One
im possible
solution
would be to get more money. So
is there any solution at all?”
asked Rosenman.
Resources can’t, be removed
from a department in less de
mand and shifted to a depart
ment with great demand because
cycles in demand may cause a
ment, said Scriven
Punches offered no solutions to
the problem of space shortage in
high-demand classes,
“ It’s worse this quarter, and
it’s getting worse every quarter,”
said Scriven.

By Gillian G fd g
Staff Wrttar
Frustrated students have been fighting for
spaces in classes this week that were already
declared closed after CAR registration.
“ It doesn’t take much intelligence To see we
need more sections,” English professor Alfred
Landwehr said.
Although sympathetic to students, Land
wehr said he is stuck in the middle of the
system as a teacher. He explained, “ I am in
the position to accept students or turn them
away. I turned away 15 students in one

Students attempting to enroll in History
285, a class on the Vietnam War, were told by
professor Lloyd Beecher there were six spaces
available for the II people trying to add the
class.
Beecher told the students to go outside in
the hallway and decide among themselves
who should be let into the class.
“ I don’t care if you use knives, or guns, or
back in here,” Beecher told the clan.
The II students decided to draw lots for the
Students placed in the predicament of ad
ding classes after CAR agree that more sec
tions have to be opened — especially general
education classes.
Eric Storjohann, an industrial technology
major, has been trying to add physics and
math classes. “ I think the G.E. courses are
the hardest to add,” Storjohann said. “ One

Welcome Back

friend went to five English classes before gettingaclass.”
—
Seniors are facing the dilemma of not being
able to coordinate their classes because
classes' in their major are offered at the same
times. John Roccanova said he has had trou
ble this quarter getting classes because of the
way classes are set up within his major. He
has to take a class at S p.m. Fridays to get
enough units.
“ The CAR system is unreliable,” English
professor Jim Simmons said. He said Cal Poly
should switch back to the old system of lining
up in the gym and picking classes on an in
dividualized basis. “ Classes were added and
dropped there on the spot," Simmons ex
plained.
Psychology professor Charles Slem agreed
the present system isn’t working.
“ Although students may not have gotten
the classes they wanted (with the old system),
students would get enough .units to be a full
time student,” Slem said. “ It was chaotic, but
after two days everyone knew what they
Slem also suggested using an on-line com
puter to register students. Students would
line up in the gym, punch in the classes they
wanted and if the classes were available would
be registered in the class. If classes were not
available students would enter another choice
until (hey had the required amount of unit),
“ The maneuvering after classes would be
modest compared to today,” Slem said.

W here There’s Light
There’s Power.

HOUR
Mexican Munchies
and Nachos
Mon-Fri: 4-6pm
Thurs-Sat: 10-11pm
Mon-Fri M A G G IE S-13 oz. $1.50
Monday—DRAFT BEER .50
Tuesday—LONG ISLAND ICE TEA 16oz. $1.50
Wednesday—MARTINIS $1.00
Thursday—KAMIKIAZE $1.00
Friday-G O LD SHOTS $1.00
NIGHT OWL SPECIAL
Buy One Dinner—Get One Free
( P a y fo r th e m o s t e x p e n s iv e )

Thurs, Fri, Sat N ights—10-12pm
975 Osos St., S.L.O. (across from the courthouse)

SOLAR
EL-510S
Scientific Calculator
a 31 pfeprogriilWiso se«K»nt»c ana statwAcsf
functions including trigonometric. inverse
trigonometric, logarithmic and others
a Direct formula entry
e IS levels of parenthesis w «h up to 4 pending
operations
a S-digit mantissa and 2-digit exponent capacities
e Degree/radian/grad mode selector
a Independently accessible 3-key memory

